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Tesla's Debut in India Gains Momentum Amid Musk-Ambani Talks: 
Here's the Latest  

 

The encounter between Elon Musk and 

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi in 

New York last June radiated warmth and 

signaled Tesla's eagerness to enter 

India, the world's third-largest car 

market. Another meeting between the 

billionaire and the Indian leader is 

scheduled later this month. 

Here's what we know so far about 

Tesla's plans for India: 

Why the Interest in India? India stands 

as the world's third-largest automobile 

market, valued at $108.10 billion in 

2022 and projected to reach $217.90 

billion by 2031, with an annual growth 

rate of 8.1%. Tesla has been advocating 

for reduced import taxes on electric 

vehicles (EVs) in India while expressing 

its intention to establish a "gigafactory" 

in the country. 

India's Response: Last month, India unveiled a new EV policy, slashing import taxes from 100% to 15% on certain models, contingent 

upon manufacturers investing at least $500 million and building a factory within three years. This move has energized Tesla's plans, 

with the company reportedly planning to increase parts purchases from India to as much as $15 billion. 

Implications of the New Policy: New Delhi's policy shift is seen as advantageous for Tesla's India plans and could also benefit 

renewable energy manufacturing companies, fostering an EV and battery ecosystem in which India plays a crucial role. Expert 

Perspectives: Auto industry veteran Arun Malhotra sees Tesla's entry as a potential catalyst for transforming India into a hub for 

supply chain, manufacturing, and battery technology, thus strengthening the global EV ecosystem. 

India's EV Market: In 2023, EV sales in India surged to 1.53 million units, up over 50% from the previous year. Despite EVs constituting 

only 6.4% of total car sales, the government aims to raise this figure to 30% by 2030. Tesla's Manufacturing Plans: Tesla is scouting 

locations for a $2 to $3 billion EV factory, with Indian states like Maharashtra, Gujarat, and Tamil Nadu being potential sites. 

Discussions between Musk and Indian industrialist Mukesh Ambani's Reliance Industries Ltd. regarding a potential collaboration are 

reportedly ongoing. 

Importance for India: Tesla's investment would create jobs and boost the economy, aligning with India's goal of attracting foreign 

manufacturers. Musk's visit coincides with India's election season, potentially bolstering Prime Minister Modi's pro-business image. 

Affordability of Made-in-India Teslas: Tesla's entry is expected to drive more EV investments, enhance local auto parts manufacturing, 

and potentially lead to the production of more affordable EVs. What Comes Next? Elon Musk is scheduled to meet PM Modi in New 

Delhi during the week of April 22, with an anticipated announcement about Tesla's India plans. 
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Google Explores Removing Links to California News Sites Amid Proposed 
Legislation 

Google announced on Friday that it is 

conducting tests to remove links to California 

news sites for select users in the western US 

state, amidst discussions among legislators 

regarding a potential law that would require 

the online search giant to compensate news 

outlets. 

Jaffer Zaidi, Vice President of Google Global 

News Partnerships, explained in a blog post 

that the company is anticipating the potential 

passage of the California Journalism 

Preservation Act (CJPA), which would establish 

a "link tax" for directing users in the state to 

news articles. 

The CJPA, passed by the California Assembly in 

June of last year, is currently under 

consideration by the state's senate.  

Zaidi argued that the implementation of CJPA, in its current form, would pose significant financial risks for Google, creating a level of 

uncertainty that would be untenable for any company to manage. Google, along with Meta, the parent company of Facebook, has 

previously opposed similar legislative efforts in other regions, aiming to mandate compensation to news publishers for content 

displayed on their platforms. 

In Australia, Facebook temporarily blocked news articles on its platform in 2021 in response to a comparable law, before reaching 

agreements with news publishers. Similarly, in France, a consensus was reached in 2022 to allow news content on Google's platform, 

following negotiations with publishers and press agencies. In November, Google signed an agreement with Canada, agreeing to pay 

Canadian media companies $100 million annually to compensate for lost advertising revenues. 

Advocates of such legislation argue that tech giants profit from news content and advertising revenue at the expense of struggling 

newsrooms. Google's current trial involves removing links to news websites potentially affected by the proposed law to assess its 

impact on the platform. Zaidi noted that only a small fraction of Google search queries are news-related, with users increasingly 

turning to alternative sources such as short-form videos, newsletters, podcasts, and social media for news consumption. 

Additionally, Google announced a halt in investments in the California news ecosystem until there is clarity on regulatory 

developments. Zaidi emphasized that sustaining a robust news industry in California will necessitate collaboration between the state 

government and private enterprises. 

Apple Inc. has issued a caution to its users in India and ninety-one other countries 
regarding a potential "mercenary spyware attack," as indicated by a threat 
notification email sent to specific users. The company disclosed that attackers 
attempted to remotely compromise iPhones, according to the notification. 

In the email, Apple underscored the rarity and sophistication of mercenary spyware 
attacks, particularly those employing tools like Pegasus from the NSO Group, 
emphasizing their complexity compared to typical cybercriminal activities or 
consumer malware. 

The spyware endeavors to remotely infiltrate specific devices associated with Apple 
IDs. Users who receive threat notifications are informed that they may have been 
targeted due to their profession or identity. While absolute certainty is elusive, 
Apple expressed strong confidence in these alerts and urged users to treat them 
seriously. 

Apple has been issuing threat notifications like these multiple times annually since 
2021, notifying users in over 150 countries to date. 

In October 2023, Indian lawmakers shared screenshots of notifications on social 
media, quoting Apple as warning, "Apple believes you are being targeted by state-
sponsored attackers who are trying to remotely compromise the iPhone associated 
with your Apple ID." At the time, Apple clarified that it did not attribute the threat 
notifications to any specific state-sponsored attacker. 

Apple's Notification Process: To safeguard users from mercenary spyware, Apple 
will notify them in two ways upon detecting suspicious activity: 

 A Threat Notification will appear at the top of the page after the user signs 
in to appleid.apple.com. 

 Apple will send an email and iMessage notification to the email addresses 
and phone numbers linked to the user’s Apple ID. 

These notifications will include additional steps that notified users can take to 
enhance their device's protection, such as enabling Lockdown Mode. 

Guidance for Users: Apple advises all users to continue safeguarding themselves 
from general cybercriminals and consumer malware by adhering to best security 
practices: 

 Keep devices updated with the latest software for the latest security 
patches. 

 Secure devices with a passcode. 

 Enable two-factor authentication and use a strong password for the Apple 
ID. 

 Download apps only from the App Store. 

 Employ strong and unique passwords online. 

 Refrain from clicking on links or attachments from unknown senders. 

Apple Issues Warning About 'Mercenary 
Spyware' Attack Targeting iPhone Users

 

Saudi Arabia Issues Warning 
Against Misusing Umrah Visas 
for Employment

 

The Ministry of Hajj and Umrah in Saudi Arabia has issued a 
stern warning against the misuse of Umrah visas for purposes 
unrelated to pilgrimage. Stressing the necessity of adhering 
to established regulations, the ministry made it clear that 
Umrah visas should not be employed for any work-related 
activities. 

In an official statement posted on the ministry's platform, it 
emphasized the importance of honoring the intended 
purpose of the facilitated Umrah journey. Pilgrims were 
reminded of the obligation to leave the Kingdom before the 
expiration of their visa duration and were expressly 
cautioned against attempting to exploit the visa for 
employment purposes. 

This advisory follows a concerning trend of Umrah visas 
being utilized for unauthorized activities, prompting 
significant concerns about compliance with visa regulations. 

Dubai Introduces Sustainability Recognition 
Initiative

 

The Dubai Supreme Council of Energy has launched the Dubai Demand Side 
Management Recognition Programme, an initiative designed to acknowledge and 
celebrate the commendable endeavors of both organizations and individuals who 
prioritize energy and water efficiency, circular economy practices, innovation, and 
other contributions that foster sustainability. 

The various categories within the program encompass essential elements of Dubai's 
quest to curtail energy consumption, ranging from groundbreaking initiatives in 
green building projects to pioneering advancements in efficient cooling 
technologies. 

Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer, Vice Chairman of the Dubai Supreme Council of Energy, 
articulated, "With the Demand Side Management Recognition Programme, the 
Dubai Supreme Council of Energy aims to enhance the utilization of energy, water, 
and fuel resources while encouraging outstanding achievements in energy 
efficiency, water conservation, sustainability, and the circular economy." 

Ahmed Buti Al Muhairbi, Secretary-General of the Dubai Supreme Council of Energy, 
highlighted the program's objective to achieve a 30% reduction in energy and water 
consumption by 2030, along with its positive implications for diminishing fuel usage, 
thus contributing to a sustainable future. 

The program showcases Dubai's steadfast commitment to sustainability and 
acknowledges pioneering endeavors in areas such as green building initiatives and 
efficient cooling solutions. The program received an overwhelming response, with 
over 86 submissions from both the public and private sectors. A panel of experts will 
evaluate the entries, and the winners of the program will be unveiled in May 2024. 
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Emirates and Etihad Airways Restart Flights to Israel, 
Jordan, and Beirut as Airspaces Reopen 

 

Following the reopening of airspaces on Sunday afternoon, UAE carriers Emirates and Etihad Airways 
have resumed their flights to Israel, Jordan, and Beirut after temporary closures. 

An Emirates representative stated that the airline had adjusted its flight schedule due to the recent 
airspace closures in the region from the evening of April 13 to the morning of April 14. They emphasized 
the priority of safety and informed passengers to check flight status on the Emirates website for the 
latest updates. 

Similarly, Etihad Airways, the national carrier of the UAE, announced the resumption of its scheduled 
operations starting Monday, April 15. The airline plans to operate passenger and cargo services 
between Abu Dhabi and Tel Aviv, Abu Dhabi and Amman, and Abu Dhabi and Beirut, adhering strictly to 
approved airspace routes. 

Etihad Airways stressed their commitment to safety, asserting that flights would only operate when 
deemed safe, with continuous monitoring of security and airspace conditions. While services return to 
normalcy following the airspace closure disruption, potential knock-on effects on Monday, April 15, are 
acknowledged, and passengers are advised to check their flight status on the Etihad website before 
traveling. 

The temporary airspace closure stemmed from the recent escalation of tensions in the region, with Iran 
launching drones and missiles at Israel, prompting major airlines across the Middle East to cancel and 
reroute flights to ensure passenger safety. 

Dubai Initiates Construction of 1.6km Al Khaleej Street 
Tunnel 

 

The Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) in Dubai has recently approved a contract for the construction of 
the Al Khaleej Street Tunnel Project. This tunnel will span 1,650 meters, featuring six lanes, and will stretch 
from the end of the Infinity Bridge ramp in Deira to the intersection of Al Khaleej and Cairo Streets. 

The decision to undertake this project aligns with the directives of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, aiming to support the 
ongoing development of the Al Shindagha Corridor Improvement Project. This initiative is crucial to 
accommodate the rapid population growth and urbanization in the area and is being supervised by Sheikh 
Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai and Chairman of The Executive 
Council of Dubai. 

The Al Khaleej Street Project, which constitutes Phase 4 of the Al Shindagha Corridor Improvement Project, 
will facilitate smooth traffic flow from the Infinity Bridge towards Deira and vice versa. Additionally, it 
involves the transformation of the Cairo and Al Wuheida Streets intersection from a roundabout to a 
signalized intersection, along with enhancements to Cairo Street and the connection of the bridge ramp 
from Dubai Islands to the new tunnel on Al Khaleej Street. 

This phase of the project is expected to benefit residents of Abu Hail, Al Wuheida, and Al Mamzar, as well as 
various development projects such as Dubai Islands, Dubai Waterfront, Waterfront Market, and Hamriya 
Port. 

The broader Al Shindagha Corridor Improvement Project encompasses a 13km stretch along Sheikh Rashid 
Road, Al Mina Street, Al Khaleej Street, and Cairo Street. It includes upgrades to 15 intersections and serves 
numerous residential and developmental communities, including Dubai Islands, Dubai Waterfront, Dubai 
Maritime City, and Mina Rashid. Upon completion, it is estimated to significantly reduce travel times from 
104 minutes to just 16 minutes by 2030. 

Currently, the RTA is actively working on a 4.8km improvement project on Sheikh Rashid Street, which 
involves constructing three bridges totaling 3.1km in length to enhance traffic flow. These bridges will 
accommodate up to 19,400 vehicles per hour across all lanes, contributing to smoother transportation 
within the city. 

Moreover, the RTA has completed several phases of the Al Shindagha Corridor Improvement Project, 
including the opening of intersections such as Sheikh Rashid Road and Oud Metha Road (Wafi Intersection), 
and Sheikh Rashid Road and Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Street. These enhancements aim to optimize traffic 
flow and enhance connectivity across different areas of Dubai, ensuring efficient movement of both people 
and goods. 

Changing Weather Outlook in UAE: Rain, Lightning, Hail 
Possible Starting Monday 

 

The National Centre of Meteorology (NCM) has issued a weather advisory outlining fluctuations in 
weather conditions expected across the UAE in the upcoming days. 

Beginning from Sunday and extending into Monday morning, a surface low-pressure system is 
forecasted to reside to the south, which may somewhat alleviate instability. However, intermittent 
rainfall is anticipated, particularly in coastal and southern areas. 

As Monday progresses into Tuesday night and early Wednesday morning, both surface and upper air 
low-pressure systems are expected to intensify, increasing instability nationwide. This rise in instability 
will be fueled by heightened humidity originating from the Arabian Sea. 

The formation of widespread convective clouds is anticipated, leading to variable-intensity rainfall 
accompanied by lightning, thunder, and the potential for localized hail. These conditions could result in 
flooding and strong winds, impacting horizontal visibility. By Wednesday morning through to the 
evening, rainfall is expected to concentrate primarily in the northern and eastern regions before 
gradually diminishing into Wednesday night. 

Over 20,000 Individuals Arrested in Saudi Arabia for 
Residency, Labor, and Border Violations in One Week 

 

The Saudi Ministry of Interior has reported the arrest of 20,667 individuals across the country for various 
violations related to residency, labor, and border security during a week-long nationwide crackdown from 
April 4 to 10. Among those detained, 14,805 were apprehended for residency infractions, 3,860 for 
breaching border regulations, and 2,002 for labor law violations. During these operations, 959 individuals 
were intercepted attempting illegal entry into Saudi Arabia, predominantly comprising Yemenis (44%) and 
Ethiopians (53%), while 58 others were caught trying to leave the country illegally. Additionally, nine 
individuals were arrested for aiding violators. Moreover, 63,087 expatriates were referred for regulatory 
compliance, with 54,732 directed for travel documentation, 2,828 for travel arrangements, and 6,271 facing 
deportation. The ministry underscored severe penalties for those involved in aiding illegal activities, which 
may include imprisonment for up to 15 years and fines of up to SR1 million. Citizens can report violations to 
authorities through emergency hotlines such as 911 in major regions or 999 and 996 elsewhere. 

New Zealand tightens work visas, announces new rules 
over ‘unsustainable’ migration 

 

New Zealand said on Sunday that it was 
making immediate changes to its 
employment visa program after a near 
record migration last year which it said 
was "unsustainable" The changes 
include measures such as introducing 
English language requirement for low 
skilled jobs and setting a minimum skills 
and work experience threshold for most 
employer work visas. The maximum 
continuous stay for most low skilled 
roles will also be reduced to three years 
from five years. 

"The Government is focused on 
attracting and retaining the highly 
skilled migrants such as secondary 
teachers, where there is a skill 

shortage," Immigration Minister Erica Stanford said in a statement. " 

At the same time we need to ensure that New Zealanders are put to the front of the line for jobs where 
there are no skills shortages," she said. Last year, a near record 173,000 people migrated to New Zealand, 
the statement said.  

New Zealand, which has a population of about 5.1 million, has seen a rapid growth in its migrant numbers 
since the end of the pandemic, raising concerns last year that it was fanning inflation. Neighbouring 
Australia, which has also seen a big jump in migrants, has said it would halve its migrant intake over the next 
two years. 


